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1.0 Objectives  

The objectives of this report are directed towards the continued development and growth of 
the urban transportation equipment manufacturing industry in Canada. Specific aims are: 

- the satisfaction of domestic market needs by Canadian industry. 

- effective penetration of export markets. 

2.0 Industry Summary and Background Considerations  

The industry size, structure and recent history is summarized in the Department of Industry 
Trade and Commerce discussion paper "The Urban Transportation Equipment Industry in Canada" 
published in early 1978. The Committee recognized that because the industry is in the process 
of evolving from elements of a variety of traditional sectors relevant statistics are either 
very limited or unavailable. However, the profile was accepted as a useful and factual basis 
for the Committee's deliberations, with the reservation that: 

- the statistical base should be improved as and when data becomes available. 

- employment levels have increased substantially and continue to increase. 

- the Canadian truck casting capability is now adequate. 

- the intermediate capacity transit system (ICTS) market is deemed to include light rail, 
people mover and automated guideway systems, busways with exclusive right-of-way and 
all other intermediate capacity transit systems. 

The industry serves a capital equipment rather than a consumer goods market. Additionally, 
the market is invariably directly controlled by governments or government agencies. The 
parameters which govern response to the market influence every aspect of industry activity. The 
size of projects, the length of decision-making processes, the financial commitment necessary 
to obtain consideration and other market-specific factors create special needs. The extent to 
which these needs are met will in large measure determine the level of success achieved by the 
industry. 

3.0 Issues  

The Committee is convinced that the world market for urban transportation systems, system 
infrastructure and equipment provides a significant opportunity for industrial growth in 
Canada, with consequential benefit to balance of payment and employment levels and to the 
satisfaction of Canadian urban needs. Canadian companies responding to domestic and foreign 
market requirements have in recent years increased their commitment to the urban transportation 
area, working together to develop, manufacture and market a widening range of products. The 
resultant 'embryonic industry sector has grown rapidly in capability and achievement, but 
is still highly sensitive to a variety of external influences. 

Major factors which will impact continuance of growth are: 

a. Market parameters (discussed in 3.1 and 3.5) 

b. Level of research and development (3.2) 

c. Availability of centralized development services (3.3) 

d. Productivity in competition with foreign industry (3.4) 

The Committee considers that the policies, plans and activities of governments at all 
levels are and will continue to be the major and determining factor in the development of 
the industry sector. 



3.1 Domestic Market  

As the domestic market provides the necessary base for export activity, the Committee is 
concerned that existing jurisdictional boundaries and government parochialism inhibit the 
provision of guidance or support in the development of solutions to national urban problems. 
The industry's customers are invariably governments, and ascompetition from other countries 
is almost invariably supported by government funding of the development and marketing 
processes, the Committee stresses the urgency of the need for positive action and co-operation 
between all levels of government in Canada in support of the industry. 

The Committee is aware that competing national and provincial priorities must affect 
Canadian response to the need for solutions to urban problems and to the opportunity 
presented by world markets; however, a national urban transportation policy should be 
declared. A national urban transportation policy should entail substantial federal funding 
of 'system and equipment development to meet the needs of Canadian cities, and co-operation 
by provinces to ensure the early identification and full satisfaction of specific 
requirements by Canadian industry. Such policies now exist in the United States, Germany, 
France, Japan and other countries. 

Support for 'development' is only one element of necessary governmental involvement. 
Major aims of a national policy should be the reduction of parochialism and needless diversity 
in specification, market stabilization and continuity, greater satisfaction of market demand 
and increased Canadian content. Federal financial support for implementation is essential to 
the achievement of these aims. 

The Committee considers that the requirement for such financial support (for system 
implementation) would be satisfied by the provision of federal low cost loans and/or grants. 

The Committee for these reasons recommends that: 

- The Government of Canada, in agreement with the provinces, establish 

and implement a national urban transportation policy, thus supporting 
the development and implementation of urban transportation systems in 
Canada. 

- As an essential element of the policy, the Government of Canada provide 
low cost loans to the provinces and municipalities in support of domestic 
urban transportation system implementation projects. Consideration should 
be given to the establishment of a national urban development bank to 
accomplish this recommendation. 

- The federal government undertake a program of capital grant support for 
specific limited demonstrations or development programs of urban transit 
equipment or systems so as to aid Canadian municipalities in their 
implementation of transit programs. 

- The federal and provincial governments should ensure that if provincial 
or federal funds are being allocated to an urban transit project the 
equipment and services for implementing such projects have the optimum 
amount of Canadian content (at present a draft bill is before the US 
Congress that would provide equivalent legislative requirements for US 
transit properties). Such action should not be applied in such a way as to 
inhibit export activity. 

3.2 Research and Development  

Most urban transportation system and equipment research and development (R and D) in 
Canada is undertaken by the secondary manufacturing industry in anticipation of or response 
to Canadian and foreign bid requirements. 
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Whilst the Committee recognizes that the structure of the industry and the economic 
environment affecting all Canadian industries govern industry operations, major limiting factors 
in Canadian R and D are considered to be: 

a. Municipal governments involved in the procurement process do not fund 
system or equipment development. 

b. Although, 'evolution is the operating industry norm, energy, cost and 
other restraints are currently inspiring demand for new technology. 

c. Foreign national governments fund the development of urban transportation 
systems and system components, thereby implementing a portion of their 
national economic goals to maintain technical sovereignty. 

d. Sonie transit operators in foreign countries work with their national 
industries in R and D programs; failure to do this in Canada leads to 
the exclusion of Canadian products. 

// 	e. Funding of urban transportation system development has been negligible 
compared to that provided by competing nations. 

f. The objectives and guidelines of the Enterprise Development Program are 
not well understood by Canadian industry. 

g. Most provincial governments have not provided substantial R and D support 
to the industry. 

h. Despite funding limitations Canadian industry has so far managed to maintain 
a "leading edge' capability in sonie  technological and product areas. However: 

- No company in the Canadian sector can without substantial support 
afford to initiate a major system development program. 

- R and D funding does not always reach the secondary component level. 

- Small companies can rarely, if ever, create or participate in 
development programs. 

- Maintenance of the existing momentum within the industry is dependent 
on the availability of development funding. 

- Such funding should be available on a medium to  long-terni  basis to 
ensure continuity of design and development processes. 

It is recommended that: 

- 	The Government of Canada provide a minimum of $25 million per annum 
(e.g. 5 per cent of estimated Canadian annual capital expenditure on urban 
transportation equipment) for the research and development of concepts, 
systems and equipment to meet Canadian urban transportation needs. As 
part of this program, industry should be encouraged to make specific 
proposals for research, product development and marketing activities aimed 
at improved products and systems for domestic and export markets. 

- Government R and D support programs and procurement policies (price and 
quality comparable) should encourage projects and the use of products of 
companies located in Canada with significant innovation, optimum Canadian 
content and substantial export potential. 

- The objectives and guidelines of the Enterprise Development Program be 
clarified and promulgated to Canadian industry. 

- Commitments by all levels of government to R and D funding should be on 
a long-term basis (at least five years) to ensure program continuity. 
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3.3 Centralized Development Services  

There is a need for certain Canadian system, system infrastructure and equipment testing 
facilities for use by both the manufacturing and operating industries. Such facilities are 
now available to foreign industry, and would in some cases be beyond the resources of any one 
Canadian company. 

Some current Canadian test programs are inhibited by the lack of adequate testing 
capabilities, as operators are for reasons of safety limited in their use of revenue 
systems as proving grounds. Such facilities could also serve to demonstrate systems/equipments 
to potential buyers. 

It is recommended that: 

- The Government of Canada commit funding to and participate in the planning 
and control of test facilities available to all Canadian companies. The 
availability of the Urban Transportation Test Centre at Kingston as a nucleus 
for such activity should be investigated. 

- The UTTC facilities be made available to Canadian companies for system and 
equipment testing and marketing. 

3.4 Cost and Productivity  

As the elements of the industry are varied so is the level of productivity obtained in 
comparison to that of foreign competition. Recent export successes indicate that in at least 
some specific types of manufacturing activity the productivity of the Canadian companies 
involved  bas  been comparable to or better than that of competing U.S. companies. 

There are however a number of factors of concern to the industry. The major ones are 
as follows: 

a. In recent years, most elements of manufacturing costs have been increasing rapidly 
in Canada. While recent developments such as the drop in value of the Canadian 
dollar have been offsetting these trends, the Committee is concerned that the 
competitiveness of the Canadian industry must remain at least as good as that 
of its major competitors, particularly the United States. 

b. Skilled labour is scarce. Shortages of skilled labour have already led to 
the occasional rejection of profitable labour intensive work and there is 
concern that this situation could become worse in the future. 

c. Lack of standardization and continuity in the domestic market, with consequential 
loss of economies of scale, is a further factor working against increased 
productivity. 

It is recommended that: 

- Governments, in considering new steps in taxation or social legislation bear 
in mind the impact on manufacturing costs and do not take steps that contribute 
to increasing these over and above those of our major competitors. 

- 	Provincial and federal governments address as a matter of priority the problem 
of the lack of available skilled labour. The committee understands that this is 
a common problem in a number of industry sectors and should be attacked on a 
national scale. 

- Federal and provincial governments work towards the elimination of needless 
diversity in equipment requirements and specifications throughout Canada and 
towards increased stability/continuity in the domestic market. 
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3.5 Export Marketing  

The Committee considers that current "Buy America" legislative activity in the United 
States would,if successful,result in new and serious non-tariff barriers to the export of 
Canadian products. Additionally, a number of financing and financial issues impact directly 
upon the industry's ability to penetrate and compete in export markets. 

3.5.1 "Buy America"  

Canadian companies already face strong local protectionist pressure in the United 
States. Legislation now under consideration in Washington would prohibit the use of 
Canadian steel in US mass transit projects and impose a protectionist preference 
discriminating against Canadian urban transportation equipment. 

The Committee is aware of strong adverse reaction by U.S. industry to recent Canadian 
sales of transit vehicles into the U.S. market. However, that reaction is not justified by 
the realities of Canada - U.S. trade. Canada has in the past relied on the U.S. for supply 
of electronic equipment (such as command and control systems) and other major transit system 
components. In addition, half of the components of urban transit rail vehicles and buses 
manufactured and sold in Canada have normally been sourced in the U.S., and the proportion 
of U.S. components in Canadian rail transit vehicles sold into  the  U.S. is even higher. 
In the railway equipment and supply sector generally, where component suppliers are often 
the sanie  companies competing in the mass transit market, Canada has experienced a cumulative 
deficit of more than $400 million in the last seven years of trade with the U.S. 

The combined effect of federal and local protectionist pressures would, if the 
proposed legislation is enacted, effectively deny Canadian companies access to the US 
market for transit equipment. 

3.5.2 Export Development Corporation Financing and Guarantees  

It is essential that the support provided to Canadian companies by the Export Development 
Corporation (EDC) meets that available to foreign competition. The willingness of the (EDC) 
to consider new financing instruments, or the improvement of old ones, is not denied and 
credit is given to the Corporation for its recent positive responses to requests for 
expansion in financial coverage and guarantees. However, the continuous pressure of 
competition and the increasing demands of customers make it clear that further evolution in the 
provision of coverage and guarantees is necessary. As cases in point, many of which are 
matched by foreign financial sources, the Committee noted the following: 

a. EDC Competitiveness in General  

Comparative analyses by organizations such as the Export/Import Bank of the 

US show EDC in a somewhat unfavourable light on certain aspects of 
international financing, particularly interest rates. EDC cannot reduce the 
unfavourable international impact of such comparisons if it does not publish 
comparative analyses of its own. 

b. Mixed Financing  

There is clear evidence that competing countries are providing financing with 
blended rates, mixing aid and normal export support funding (Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA) funding - 3.5.4). 

c. Bid Size Orientation  

More as a matter of orientation than any overt policy, EDC appears to be more 
interested in financing large bids than small bids. This orientation can make 
it difficult for the businessman seeking coverage for a small order to assure 
himself and his customer of financial backing at the critical opening stages 
of negotiations. 
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d. Early EDC Commitment  

The financial institutions of some countries manage to arm their industry with 
earlier and more precise commitments on offshore financing than does EDC. 
Counter-arguments against early commitments to projects are recognized, but 
the value of strong and relatively unequivocal positions in the early stages of 
business discussions is not to be discounted. 

e. Bid Bond Coverage  

Companies prequalified to compete in the export market ought to be able to obtain 
"Bid bond" coverage through EDC. Once the bids have been opened by the host 
country, EDC would assume the bid bond coverage during the period of negotiation 
with the host country so that small Canadian companies would not have credit 
facilities tied up during this period of uncertainty. This would remove the 
onerous effect of the long decision periods before contracts are awarded or offers 
rejected and would be particularly significant for bidders who placed 2nd or 3rd 
in a competition. 

f. Performance Bond Coverage  

Lack of a prime contractor willing to accept total performance liability for a 
major foreign project necessitates the acceptance of joint and several liability 
by all consorting companies. The associated cost significantly increases 
contingency pricing for those companies able and prepared to take the risk. 

EDC's program of performance bond coverage, which is limited to cross-bond 
coverage (initiated in 1977), should be expanded to allow EDC to cover primary 
performance bonds. In the case of cross-bond coverage EDC should be allowed 
to hold the prime contract bond and to place sub-contract bonds from each 
individual consortium participant. 

g. Cost Escalation Coverage  

Escalation insurance provisions are needed to minimize the prospective 
differences between "actual experienced escalation" and contracting on the 
basis of "acknowledged domestic inflation". 

3.5.3 Anti-Trust Provision  

Government and industry in foreign countries are known to assign offshore project 
opportunities to selected companies. Such companies or company groupings, backed by government, 
then represent the national interest in competition with the rest of the world. To permit 
effective competition by Canadian companies the Competition Act and the Combines Investigation 
Act should not apply to the conduct of export trade. 

3.5.4 Application of CIDA Funds  

CIDA appears to have no mechanism for informing Canadian industry about opportunities 
associated with the expenditure of CIDA funds. 

It is understood that there is a preference by CIDA for unted aid. This is regarded as 
counter to Canadian interests. 

The Government of Canada should be prepared to permit the mixing of aid and normal export 
support funding. 

3.5.5 Consulting Industry Influence  

There is hard evidence that close and effective linkages between government, 
manufacturers and the consulting industry have contributed much to the success of some foreign 
countries in world markets. In effect, an integrated approach to identified market opportunity 
has often resulted in a statement of requirement or specification matching the systems or 
equipments available in the country conducting the consulting tasks. 
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Aid monies have been used to fund planning and concept studies (for developing countries) 
by consultants working with manufacturers. Such free services are often tied to implementation 
funding for the proposed project if the recipient country proceeds. 

To enable Canadian industry to compete effectively, an organization similar to the SNV of,Q„par  syv,,bw 
Company of West Germany should be established and funded by the Department of Industry, Trade 
and Commerce in conjunction with CIDA. Such an organization would expand the work flow and  
increase the stability of many of the consultant companies. A prequalification process could 
be used for consultants to qualify under this program. 

Additionally, the Government of Canada should require all consultants to ensure, in 
studies supported by the Canadian tax payer, that the availability of Canadian equipment 
is examined during the development of requirement specifications. 

3.5.6 Financial Coverage for Use of Public Agencies  

A program is required which will provide financial and legal coverage for public agencies 
such as transit operators, research councils, universities, public utility bodies, etc. when 
they undertake projects or provide services to industry groups engaging in the international 
urban transit marketplace. 	This would allow Canada to meet the competition provided by 
agencies such as London Transport, British Rail, Paris Metro and other foreign public agencies 
acting as "commercial players" in the export market. 

3.5.7 Export Incentives  

Until we have established a stable and continuing domestic market, Canadian manufacturers 
will have to compete for export business if Canada is to improve or even maintain the capability 
to meet domestic requirements. 

Although the resultant export activity is beneficial to the national economy, it poses 
some real problems for Canadian manufacturers competing with foreign companies operating 
from a larger and steadier domestic base. The Committee considers that some form of special 
tax incentive for increased exports would both encourage industry to compete in export 
markets and to some extent compensate for the additional risk involved. 

It is recommended that: 

a. The Government of Canada strongly represent to the Government of the 
United States the need for sales of Canadian transit equipment in the 
US 	to offset continuing sales of U.S. transit components into Canada. 

b. The Export Development Corporation 

- undertake and make available to Canadian companies on request 
periodic analyses of EDC competitive financing performance 
compared to other international financing agencies. 

- provide equal consideration to small and large bids. 

- provide, at the time that a request for bid is received from a 
potential customer, a precise commitment (if requested) as to the 
extent and cost of funding available. 

- provide bid bond coverage on an expanded basis. 

- expand its program of performance bond coverage to allow the holding 
of prime contract bonds by EDC and the placing of subcontract bonds 
from suppliers. 

- provide partial cost escalation insurance, including provision to 
cover (in part) changes in exchange rates. 
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c. The Government of Canada provide a special tax incentive for high risk 
exports of manufactured goods such as allowing an accelerated write-off of 
'export derived losses at (say) 150 per cent of actual (note: the Committee is aware 
that other industries face similar export problems, and does not quantify this 
recommendation to meet the needs of the urban transportation industry). 

d. To permit Canadian companies to approach export markets on the sanie  basis 
as that available to competitors, the Competition Act and the Combines 
Investigation Act be amended so that they do not apply to the conduct of 
export trade. 

e. CIDA publish bulletins to inform Canadian industry of opportunities associated 
with the use of CIDA funds. 

f. All CIDA funds be tied. 

g. The Government of Canada ensure that consultants, in studies supported by 
the Canadian tax payer, examine the availability of Canadian equipment during 
the development of requirement specifications. 

h. The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce and CIDA jointly establish 
a fund and screening procedures for gratuitous planning and concept studies 
in developing countries. 

i. The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce develop a program for 
financial and legal coverage of public agencies providing services to industry 
groups engaging in international marketing. 

3.6 Co-operation  

The growth of the industry in recent years has been achieved despite fragmentation of 
both the industry sector and its domestic market base. 

The industry sector is fragmented because it is formed by elements of a variety of 
traditional sectors. The consultative committee process has persuaded members to examine 
closely the need for some form of industry association, but there is a need for improvement 
in industry/government and inter-government communication. The industry would also benefit 
if some means could be found to correlate the activites of the many federal departments and 
agencies impacting the industry and its markets. 

The domestic market is fragmented because it is controlled by governments which have 
so far failed to jointly address either total market needs or related industrial 
opportunity. The Committee notes that a federal initiative to overcome this problem 
(the National Urban Transportation Development Corporation proposal of 1974) was not 
accepted, and that provincial aims in satisfying demand may clash. 

If it is accepted that existing jurisdictional problems prevent the establishment of 
a single entity to act as a catalyst in the satisfaction of Canadian demand by Canadian 
industry, some other means of obtaining co-operation between the organizations involved is 
essential. The Committee stresses the following needs: 

a. Co-operation between the federal and provincial governments in the 
development of urban transportation and industrial support programs 
and policies. 

b. Co-operative action between the federal and provincial governments 
to develop an inventory of domestic market requirements. 

c. Early notification of these requirements to industry to permit adequate 
and timely response. 
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d. Co-operative action between the federal, provincial and municipal 
governments to obtain the maximum possible level of standardization of 
specifications, equipment components, sub-components and purchasing 
practices, and the preparation of a relevant inventory, and to maximize 
Canadian content. 

e. Availability of centralized system and equipment testing facilities for 
use by Canadian companies (see 3.3), particularly those developing and 
manufacturing at the second tier level. 

f. Action by the provincial and municipal governments to make the skills of 
Canadian operators available in support of industry marketing programs, 
thus matching the support provided to foreign companies by their governments. 

A lead by a federal agency in the establishment and operation of consortia 
to bid market opportunities both in Canada and elsewhere. Such a lead should 
be provided for all groups of Canadian companies, with or without foreign 
input, selling into the 'public capital equipment market' controlled by 
governments or government agencies. 

h. Consolidation of federal and provincial activities impacting the industry 
sector and its markets. The wide variety of relevant federal and provincial 
agencies and expenditures could be used to greater effect if correlated. 

The satisfaction of these needs will entail co-operation by all levels of government 
in the development of continuing policies and organizational links. The preparation of 
detailed plans or recommendations are beyond the terms of reference of the Consultative Task 
Force. The Committee therefore recommends that: 

- The Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce establish an Urban 
Transportation Equipment Industry Advisory Committee. 

- Membership of the Committee should include representatives of industry, 
labour, provincial governments, transit operators and appropriate federal 
departments. 

- The prime tasks of the Committee would be to provide a continuing forum 
for discussion of matters related to the industry and its markets, and 
to review progress made in implementing the recommendations presented in 
this report. 

Appendix 1: Input from Labour Representative 

Appendix 2: Membership of the Urban Transportation Equipment 
Industry Consultative Task Force 

g. 
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Appendix 1 to 
Urban Transportation Committee 
Report 

Input From Labour Representative  

A Union representative on the Task Force, Mr. Rygus, has indicated in a letter to the 
Chairman that he is not able to endorse the recommendations in this report as a complete 
reflection of his views. 

Mr. Rygus adds that the Canadian Labour Congress is completing a report which will 
deal with his concerns, and that this will become his report to the Task Force. 

As of the date of completion of this report, the CLC report is not available to 
members of the Task Force. It is the understanding of the Chairman that the CLC report 
will address a number of issues not specifically directed at the Urban Transportation 
Manufacturing Industry, but applicable to a range of manufacturing industries in general. 

While the Chairman of this Task Force believes the CLC input to be important, the 
timing of the report, coupled with the difficulty of assembling Task Force Members in the 
summer months beyond the period originally scheduled for the work of the group, makes 
consideration by the group somewhat impractical. 

The Chairman understands that at least one other Task Force of the present series will 
be able to consider the CLC input directly and comment on it. 

In the knowledge that the CLC input will therefore receive some consideration by 
industry representatives and will thus be discussed by the Advisory Group to be formed to 
consider all task force reports currently being completed, the Chairman has decided not to 
delay this report beyond the time frame originally envisaged. 
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Mr. D. R. Moreira, 
General Manager, 
Canadian Car Division, 
Hawker Siddeley Canada Ltd., 
Box 67, Station 'F' 
Thunder Bay, Ontario. 
P7C 4V6 

Mr. R. Richmond, 
President & Chief Operating Officer, 
SPAR Aerospace Products Ltd., 
825 Caledonia Road, 
Toronto, Ontario. 
M6B 3X8 

Mr. W. C. Tate, 
Vice President & General Manager, 
Garrett Manufacturing Limited, 
255 Attwell Drive, 
Rexdale, Ontario. 
M9W 5B8 

Organized Labour Members  

J 	Gill, 
United Automobile Workers, 
Willowdale, Ontario. 

M. Rygus, 
International Association of Machinists 
& Aerospace Workers, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

P. Warrian, 
United Steel Workers, 
55 Eglinton Ave. E., 
Toronto, Ontario. 

University Members  

Prof. K. Ruppenthal, 
Centre for Transportation Studies, 
University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, B.C. 

Prof. S. Trachtenberg, 
Faculty of Administrative Studies, 
University of Manitoba, 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 
R3T 2N2 

MEMBERSHIP OF THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION  
EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY CONSULTATIVE TASK FORCE  

Appendix 2 to 
Urban 
Transportation 
Committee Report 

Chai  rman  

Mr. H. Valle, 
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer, 
Energy & Transportation Group, 
Bombardier-MLW Group, 
1505 Dixon Road, 
Montreal, Quebec 

Industry Members  

Mr. W. L. Creighton, 
President, 
Brown Boveri Canada Limited, 
400 Trans-Canada Highway, 
Pointe Claire, Quebec 
H9R 1B2 

Mr. F. H. Ernst, 
President & Chief Executive Officer, 
B. G. Checo Incorporated, 
110 Cremazie Boul. West, 
Montreal, Quebec 

Mr. K. W. Foley, 
President, 
Urban Transportation Development Corporation, 
20 Eglinton Ave. West, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Mr. R. Gilmour, 
Vice-President & General Manager, 
Westinghouse Air Brake Division, 
WABCO 
Box 2050, 
Hamilton, Ontario. 
L8N 3T5 

Mr. N. A. Irwin, 
Managing Director, 
I.B.I. Group, 
40 University Ave., 6th Floor, 
Toronto, Ontario. 

Mr. D. Kershaw, 
Coach Sales Manager, 
General Motors, 
Diesel Division, 
P. O. Box 5160, 
London, Ontario. 

Mr. M. Komar, 
President, 
Spaulding Fibre of Canada Ltd., 
130 The West Mali, 
Etobicoke, Ontario. 
M9C 1B9 
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THE URBAN TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY IN CANADA 

DESCRIPTION OF SECTOR 

In Canada, urban transportation equipment is not identified individually or collectively by S.I.C., 
because it includes products from many current groupings. Included in the range are mini-buses, 
buses, trolley-buses, streetcars and intermediate capacity systems, support systems for vehicle 
monitoring and control, computerized traffic signals, passenger and management information and 
communication equipment. A brief description of each type of system is given in Appendix A. 

As urban transportation systems have become more complex, so the relative importance of vehicle 
manufacture in terms of total industry activity has declined. Although different systems vary in cost, 
current guided system expenditures are normally divided among vehicles (15 per cent — 30 per cent), 
control and communication (15 per cent — 30 per cent) and infrastructure (50 per cent 60 per cent). 

Electrical and electronic equipment associated with urban transportation systems is increasing in 
importance as non-vehicular solutions to movement problems are developed. 

ENVIRONMENT 

Social and economic pressures are accelerating the provision of urban movement facilities and the 
development of new and improved urban transportation systems. 

Of the tii –nety) urban transit systems now serving Canadian cities, only two (Toronto and Montreal) 
include guided systems. As is the case throughout the world, no major transit system in Canada now 
generates enough fare income to be financially self-sufficient. Governments which, for reasons of 
social or other policies, have accepted small operating deficits in transit systems are now finding that 
transit operating costs and deficits are skyrocketing. Current pressures are therefore for an increase in 
the cost-effectiveness of existing systems and the development of low-cost alternatives. 

As an example, labour currently consumes more than 70 per cent of the operating cost of almost all 
transit systems, and the cost of labour is increasing at a rate considerably higher than that for other 
costs. Some degree of automation and increase in vehicle or line capacity must therefore be 
economically attractive. 

In addition to these economic pressures, congestion, energy concerns and the adverse 
environmental effects of existing transportation modes — emission, pollution, noise levels, and visual 
obtrusion — are increasing the need for new urban transit systems. These pressures suggest that in 
many cities of more than 250,000 inhabitants the trunk elements of the public transit systems should 
move off the roads on to separate right-of-way. 
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Of equal importance is the need for optimizing use of the existing transportation infrastructure by 
improving traffic flow. Computer-controlled systems to regulate road movement can decrease journey 
time and will eventually afford priority to public transit, police, fire and ambulance vehicles. 

Despite recognition of these needs, development is characterized by evolution rather than 
innovation. Risk-taking is inhibited by operating losses, shortages of capital and an over-riding concern 
for safety and dependability. The most important single parameter governing the selection of transit 
systems or equipment is the safety requirement. 

Whether or not advanced technology is used, no single transit system is, or will be, capable of 
accommodating the varied requirements of urban movement. In Canada and elsewhere public 
transportation requirements can be expected to range from mini-buses to the high capacity rapid rail 
systems currently found in Montreal and Toronto. 

Although existing subways will be expanded and some new subway systems may be built, 
emphasis will be placed on policies that limit or deter the use of the automobile in city centres, that 
improve existing transit systems and introduce intermediate capacity transit systems. The bus fleets 
will become more diverse, with larger, a rt iculated buses for high volume routes and smaller buses for 
feeder or low-volume applications. 

In response to these trends there is a requirement for improvement of existing vehicle 
components, development of intermediate capacity transit systems, and design and development of 
more effective movement control. For vehicle systems, increased emphasis on fuel conservation, 
safety and comfort will inspire continued development of propulsion, suspension and control systems. 
For all systems, the provision of electronic control and communication means will be of prime 
importance. 

These requirements are of particular relevance to Canadian capabilities, as the development of 
urban transportation equipment provides one of the few technical opportunities which Canada can 
meet without major foreign systems input. 

THE INDUSTRY IN CANADA 

As urban transportation equipment has in the past been supplied by elements of many industries, 
little or no relevant historical data exists. To differentiate between the two major sub-sectors, the 
industry is discussed under the following headings: 

Vehicle Systems 
Electric and Electronic Systems 

VEHICLE SYSTEMS 

Industrial Organization 

Eight Canadian companies produce, or have produced, the Whicles)used in Canadian transit 
systems (first tier). Another trtty companies produce the major çompiirtents or sub-systems for these 
vehicles, as well as the major stationary equipment required for corrtplete transit systems (second tier). 
About 240 companies provide materials and sub-components for these 28 companies. At least 36 
major civil works contractors have infrastructure expertise. 

Of all the companies forming the industry sector, only three are entirely devoted to the production 
of urban transportation equipment.  AU the rest have varying degrees of involvement differing in 
importance in relation to total corporate activity. 

In most cases the necessary production expertise had already been developed to meet other 
production requirements. The manufacture of urban transportation equipment was therefore, and to 
some extent remains, a sometime activily_competing with other corporate priorities. This fragmentation 
of effort continues to inhibit_i_ndustry reaction to the need for a systems approach to current and 
potential market opportunities. 

The geographic distribution of first and second tier manufacturers is: 
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TABLE I 

No. Plants 	 No. Employees 

Prairies 	 4 	 616 
Ontario 	 15 	 1,390 
Quebec 	 9 	 1,140 

Canada 	 28 	 3,146 

Source: lndustry Survey 

Vertical integration in the car building industry is feo-■ as none of the companies do anything more 
than pull materials and equipment together in the assembly of guided ground vehicles. Value added in 
the assembly of subway cars is estimated ateper cent. There is some horizontal integration. 

The majority of components used by the car assemblers are sourced domestically. It is estimated 
that the Canadian content in subway and commuter cars manufactured in Canada for the domestic 
market is approximately 80 per cent of the value, with the balance being primarily from United States _ 
and British sources. 

As the Canadian urban transportation equipment capability was initially based on foreign 
technology, most of the major companies now involved are foreign-owned. However, Canadian-owned 
companies are entering the industry (e.g., Bombardier) and there are few artificial restraints on the 
freedom to export vehicles or components of vehicles built in' Canada. Some v-e-liicle sub-system an-Ci 
-C-o-r-nponent manufact-urers and some manufacturers of stationary equipment are inhibited by licences 
or foreign ownership when providing components for foreign built vehicles, but these circumstances 
seldom exclude Canadian goods from foreign markets. 

Production 

Some production data for vehicle assembly has been provided by the vehicle manufacturers. 
However, other production data for urban transportation systems and equipments is not available. 

TABLE II 

CANADIAN VEHICLE PRODUCTION 

Subway 	Commuter 	 Buses 	 Total value 
Cars 	 Rail Cars 	 Diesel 	Trolley 	(in millions of $) 

1964-75 	 697 	 234 	 5,145 	 185 	 443 

Source: Vehicle Manufacturers 

Production orders now in hand entail delivery of guided vehicles valued at more than $340 million 
in 1977/78. Probable bus production will bring total Canadian vehicle production to more than $430 
million in the two-year period, including more than $150 million in exports of guided véhicles to the U.S. 

All products have been built to North American standards, which are among the most exacting in 
the world. There is essentially no differerke between Canadian and U.S. buses and many infrastructure 
components, and all vehicle manufacturers are capable of meeting current U.S. specifications. The 
proven capability to meet North American standards places Canadian industry in an excellent position 
to meet the standards required in many other world markets. 

The increasing capability to manufacture components in Canada should add to Canadian content 
in vehicles built in Canada and provide fu rther opportunity for the export of components as such (e.g., 
recent $1.3 million sale of bus seats to Denver, Colorado). However, foreign (component) content is 
sometimes necessary to effect vehicle sales. Although U.S. federal Buy America policies are not 
applied to financing in this sector, local U.S. governments frequently demand the use of U.S. 
sub-systems wherever economic and practical. 

Significant excess capacity exists in all sub-sectors except the truck castings (part of guided 
vehicle undercarriage) industry. However, a shortage of truck castings is not likely to justify the 
substantial investment which would be needed to increase existing production levels. Deficiencies can 
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be overcome by import or the use of welded trucks. In all other sub-sectors, production capacity is 
adequate to meet anticipated demand in the short to medium term (5-10 years). 

TABLE Ill 

VEHICLES - PRODUCTION/FIRM ORDERS 
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Source: Vehicle Manufacturers 

Employment 

Total direct employment by first and second tier manufacturers exceeded 3,100 in early 1977, 
having risen from 1,500 in 1974 (source: manufacturers), and is increasing at an uneven rate 
determined by production commitments. No data related to other employment generated is available. 

Technology 

In terms of conventional equipment, Canada now has the capability to supply complete systems 
incorporating the most advanced sub-systems proven in revenue service. 

Using a technology base developed elsewhere, Canadian companies have established a world 
lead in a number of selected technical areas. New vehicles include the Hawker Siddeley double-decker 
commuter car and the Ontario Urban Transportation Development Corporation (UTDC) streetcar. 
Advanced Canadian design capability has already produced such components as OTACO's successful 
Innovator I passenger seating. Major advances in electrical and electronic components are discussed 
later in this paper. 

Perhaps the most important current Canadian urban transportation development program is the 
$55.5 million (3 1 /2 year) intermediate capacity transit system (ICTS) and test track project of the UTDC. 
Offering a systems application for a wide range of technological developments, the project could 
provide a continuing and effective stimulus for Canadian development of relevant technology. 

Investment/Profitability 

In the period 1965-74, the annual average investment in construction and machinery and 
equipment was negligible, if only because of a lack of market justification for plant expansion. 
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In the time period 1975-76, the average annual investment of first and second tier companies (in 
total) in construction was $3.5 million and in machinery and equipment $4.8 million. Further capital 
injection is now being provided by the UTDC investment of approximately $17 million in the 
construction and equipping of a new test facility (Kingston, Ontario). 

For guided vehicle manufacturers, the current steady flow of work, together with the considerable 
experience of established manufacturers in pricing vehicle orders, serves to increase the profitability of 
vehicle production activity. 

Urban bus manufacture in Canada has not been highly profitable. Contributory factors include 
short production runs, the cyclical nature of the market and provincial content requirements. Flyer 
Industries Limited, for example, lost approximately $20 million in the 4 1 /2 year period from 1970 to 
1974. Because Flyer commenced bus and trolley bus production in 1968, much of this loss can be 
attributed to sta rt  up costs, management problems and other costs associated with entering a new 
market. The company operated at break-even levels in 1975 and was profitable in 1976. 

General Motors on the other hand produced buses in London for many years, and had an 
advantage in producing several other product lines. This allowed burden costs to be shared. In 1978, 
this situation will change when the company commences operating a single bus plant in the Montreal 
area to not only meet Quebec's need for 40 per cent content, but to provide a single efficient operation 
for the whole of Canada. Because of the guaranteed Quebec market for the next four years, and a 
larger share of the balance of the market in Canada, General Motors should continue to have lower 
production costs than Flyer Industries. 

Domestic (Vehicle Systems) Market 

TABLE IV 
DOMESTIC MARKET ESTIMATES - GUIDED VEHICLES 

($000,000) 

	

1961-65 	 78.7 	 - 	 - 	 - 	 78.7 

	

1966-70 	 39.4 	 40.4 	 - 	 _ 	 79.8 

	

1971-75 	 46.8 	 10.0 	 - 	 - 	 56.8 

	

1976-80 	 204.8 	 39.5 	 81.3 	 - 	 325.6 

	

1981-85 	 110.9 	 30.0 	 23.2 	 - 	 164.1 

	

1986-90 	 216.0 	 30.0 	 47.1 	 224.3 	 517.4 

	

1991-95 	 163.4 	 - 	 23.9 	 546.0 	 733.3 

fi 	4- 
G/ 

TOTAL 	 860.0 	 149.9 	 175.5 	 770.3 	1,955.7 

Note: 1981 -85 drop in subway and streetcar demand due to cyclical market after large purchases in 1976 -80. 

TABLE V 

DOMESTIC MARKET ESTIMATES - URBAN BUSES 
($000,000) 

1975-81 
1982-86 
1987-91 

279.5 
188.8 
236.3 

Source: Bus Market Study, MSUA, November 26, 1975. 

The domestic market is significant. Ontario, Quebec, British Columbia, Alberta and Manitoba have 
already indicated provincial readiness to accept financial responsibility, to a varying degree, for the 
provision of new systems and in some cases for the subsidization of operating costs. Long-term 
transportation planning is under way in many of the 55 Canadian cities which could exceed 50,000 in 
population by 2,000 A.D. Short to medium-term planning is well advanced in the nine cities likely to 
exceed an approximate one million in population in the same time period. 

Previous attempts to obtain a national approach to the purchase of transit and equipment systems 
have failed. Market fragmentation remains a major problem. 

Estimates of Canadian market value vary considerably and have been as high as $15 billion for the 
period 1975-90. Certainly, a market value of between $5 billion and $10 billion in that period is 
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generally accepted as valid if all infrastructure and related requirements are considered. The major 
requirements will be for subway equipment, intermediate capacity transit systems and equipment, 
buses (including mini-buses) and vehicle monitoring and control systems. Emphasis will be placed on 
safety, capital and operating costs, energy utilization levels, passenger comfort and environmental 
effects. 

Current Canadian ability to meet domestic (and other) needs for guided equipment results from 
some thirty years of industrial response to a cyclical domestic market provided mainly by the Toronto 
Transit Commission (TTC). As the domestic market remains cyclical, maintenance of the currently high 
level of industrial interest and development activity will depend on the success achieved in export 
markets while domestic demand is low. Equally, continued Canadian development of automatically 
controlled vehicle systems and intermediate capacity transit systems is essential if foreign penetration 
of the domestic market, and consequent reduction of the credibility of Canadian industry in export 
markets, is to be prevented. 

Export (Vehicle System) Market 

During the 1965/75 period the total value of vehicle exports was approximately $17 million, with 
about $14.5 million of this generated by subway and commuter car sales. 

TABLE VI 

ESTIMATED CANADIAN SALES INTO U.S. MARKET (GUIDED VEHICLES) 
($000,000) 

	

1961-65 	 — 	 — 	 — 	 — 	 — 

	

1966-70 	 — 	 — 	 — 	 — 	 — 

	

1971-75 	 — 	 20.5 	 — 	 — 	 20.5 _ 

	

1976-80 	 207.0 	 82.1 	 190.8 	 — 	 479.9 

	

1981-85 	 93.5 	 33.5 	 72.5 	 — 	 199.5 

	

1986-90 	 93.5 	 33.5 	 72.5 	 239.5 	 439.0 

TOTAL 	 394.0 	 169.6 	 335.8 	 239.5 	 1,138.9 

Note: 1981-85 drop in demand due to cyclical market after large purchases in 1976-80. 

A federally-inspired marketing effort to assist industry to exploit the established capability has 
begun to produce results. Current U.S. orders for Canadian transit vehicles are at an all-time high with 
an accumulated contract value of over $180 million. 

As yet Canadian forays into other world markets have been limited. In 1972/73, Industry, Trade 
and Commerce began a phased program of market identification and analysis. Initial concentration on 
the U.S. market was followed by identification and preliminary analysis of short-term opportunities in 
Latin America. 

Current phases entai l an in-depth assessment of the Latin American, Australian and South East 
Asian markets, with a concurrent preliminary examination of other foreign markets. 

Although an earlier OECD estimate has not been verified, that 1975-95 world markets for urban 
transportation equipment would be worth between $300 billion and $500 billion, the existence of a large 
and growing demand is certain. 

Market characteristics are: 
— Institutional customers, normally local and municipal governments; 
— Significant variation in product requirements to meet perceived local needs; 
— Significant variation in order size, ranging from fleet orders for 200-700 vehicles to replacement 

orders for 20-100 vehicles (bus orders are normally for smaller quantities); 
— Increasing emphasis on contracting elements of system provision, rather than a requirement for 

turnkey bids; 
— Packaging of system elements into technical groupings, e.g., vehicle control, passenger 

information system, system control. 
For guided systems and systems components, the developed capability of Canadian companies to 

meet peculiarly Canadian market requirements (e.g., small orders, redesign to meet local 
requirements, resistance to adverse climatic conditions, etc.) provides a competitive edge in large 
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segments of foreign markets. For example, economies of scale enable U.S. manufacturers to 
monopolize large orders in the U.S. but provide no advantage in competition for small one-off orders of 
less than 100 vehicles. Such small (U.S.) orders have been worth more than $180 million to Canadian 
companies in the period January 1976 to April 1977 and should average between $50 million and $100 
million annually during the next twenty years. 

The U.S. tariff on guided vehicles is 18 per cent. The Canadian (MFN) tariff is 20 per cent. In all 
other markets open to Canadian penetration, tariff and non-tariff barriers tend to affect all foreign 
bidders equally. As an example, Brazil insists on licensing rather than sale, and permits no foreign 
country an advantage. Although the Brazilian attitude is unusual, the development of manufacturing 
capability in other countries is increasing the pressure for licensing, with an associated opportunity for 
sale of high-technology components. 

The provision of financial assistance and, on occasion, direction by other governments to 
companies/consortia competing in developing countries is significant. France, Germany, Japan and 
some other countries are almost invariably represented in such international competition by one 
company or consortium which has full governmental backing. Canadian companies competing against 
each other, as well as against foreign entities, are at a disadvantage. 

Allocation of contracts in the developing countries is invariably determined by national 
governments. They almost invariably require that dealings with foreign private companies have the 
support of the companies' governments. 

Despite funding problems, the world market for urban transportation systems is expected to grow 
substantially as energy, population and urban development problems are experienced. The evidence 
now available suggests that Canadian expo rt  of guided systems and system components could exceed 
$300 million per annum by 1982 and increase substantially thereafter. 

International Competition 

Save for trolley buses, Canadian urban bus manufacturers, for a variety of reasons including 
differing design standards and tariff and non-tariff barriers, have not competed in export markets. 
Current tariff levels now provide Canadian bus manufacturers with an incentive for compliance with 
Canadian production levels specified in the Motor Vehicles Tariff Order. It is certain that the bus 
manufacturers will become more capital intensive. This trend has already started in the U.S. with the 
General Motors modular RTS11 bus. Substantial U.S. investments in automated production could 
further weaken Canada's competitive position. 

In the development of guided systems, Germany, France, Japan, Britain and the U.S. are funding 
major systems oriented programs. Industry in each of these countries has the capability to provide the 
necessary technological effort and each has one or more companies capable of undertaking a lead 
role. The only recent major system sale between developed Western countries has involved the 
installation of a French system in Atlanta, Georgia. However, no world leader has as yet emerged. 

Even when current system development programs are successfully completed, it is most unlikely 
that one system will dominate the world market, although the early demonstration in revenue service of 
the next generation of transit systems will afford some considerable market advantage. 

The most important factor affecting development programs in these countries would seem to be 
the level of national government involvement. In every case, government is committed to the 
implementation in revenue service of the system developed. The incentive for industry compliance with 
government urban transportation objectives is therefore high. Additionally, financial assistance in the 
process of bidding for system or sub-system packages by the provision of bid bonding and 
cross-liability insurance can effectively reduce consortia costs and prices. 

ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 

There is little present or historical data available relating to this sector of the industry. 

Vehicle System Components 

Canada has the potential to supply a substantial portion of any instrumentation and control system 
for vehicles. In this context the word system is normally deemed to refer to the electrical or electronic 
package fulfilling a major function in the operation of a vehicle or transportation service (e.g., ranging 
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from a propulsion system for a single vehicle to the computerized command and control system 
necessary to govern the movement of automated vehicles). 

The federal government has taken steps to increase the Canadian content of guided vehicles, 
especially in the area of propulsion equipment, by funding the development of components and by 
persuading multi-national corporations to locate component development and production activities in 
Canada. Further support for system development would inspire investment in the development of 
sub-systems and components. Several companies have the resources to be internationally competitive 
and have demonstrated their export capability. 

Most of the electronic systems companies are vertically integrated with significant engineering, 
manufacturing and marketing capabilities. For competitive reasons, substantial portions of many 
contracts (usually 30 to 40 per cent ) are subcontracted to specialists. Historically the electronic 
systems manufacturers have sourced some 10 to 25 per cent of their products from outside Canada, 
although this ratio is improving. 

These companies now have the technological capability to provide or develop the electrical and 
electronic components required by the next generation of transit vehicle systems. 

Control and Communication Systems 

The management and control of movement in urban areas demands other electronic control and 
communication systems. Known variously as transportation control, traffic control, vehicle monitoring 
and administrative or operational control, these systems are intended to optimize the use of existing 
facilities. Examples are: operational control — police or taxi radio communication networks; traffic 
control — automated stop lights respond to variations in traffic density; vehicle monitoring — locating 
and reporting on the condition of buses employed on specific routes. 

Ideally one system in each city would enable traffic to use road space to the full, direct and facilitate 
the progress of priority vehicles, and manage the use of public vehicles efficiently. As yet no such 
system exists, and the majority of the required sub-systems are very limited in capability. Financial, 
environmental and other pressures suggest that these systems, when fully developed, will find a ready 
and significant market. 

Organizations such as the World Bank are prepared to fund the installation of traffic control 
systems in developing countries, and throughout the world governments are seeking some means to 
overcome shortages of road space. Insufficient data is available for precise calculation of domestic or 
export market potential, but it is already evident that if current Canadian development projects are 
successful, demand could exceed the dollar value of Canadian vehicle production. 

Canadian Capability 

The potential market is of particular importance because of existing Canadian capability. Casciato, 
Richardson and Associates (Toronto) developed and hold patents for the automatic (traffic movement) 
control system now used throughout North America and is currently well advanced in the design, 
development and testing of a second generation system. The IBI Group (Irwin, Beinhaker — Toronto) is 
completing a study of the parameters governing provision of transportation control, has defined the 
most promising areas and is ready to undertake the required development processes. 

Some of the components (chips, circuitry) which will be used in these systems could not be 
produced economically in Canada. However, other components are available in Canada, and the 
potential for use of fibre optics is of particular interest to companies such as Canada Wire and Cable. Of 
more importance is the systems design and producton capability of Canadian companies. 

International Competition 

Research and development in this technical area is ongoing in most Western countries, but in no 
country have the required systems as yet been developed. The development processes involved are 
ideally suited to the small job-shop environment in Canada, and large conglomerates or multi-nationals 
gain no advantage because of size. 

The evidence available suggests that Canada now has a lead in the development of urban 
transportation control systems, and that this lead could be exploited commercially within the next three 
to five years. 
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Industrial Benefits 

Two potential benefits are of particular importance. The required research, development and 
production processes are labour-intensive and necessitate the employment of professionals and highly 
skilled technicians. Equally, since material and product transportation costs are not significant, and as 
the necessary skills exist in many areas in Canada, there is a real opportunity for research, 
development and production in geographically dispersed areas. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Before 1972, urban transportation equipment research and development in Canada was either 
limited or non-existent: 

— Canadian cities had grown increasingly automobile-oriented and the transit market was 
declining 

— municipalities responsible for transit lacked the resources necessary to sponsor high risks, new 
technology development 

— foreign-owned manufacturers relied on parent organizations for technology, where necessary 
adapting equipment to meet Canadian requirements. 

Since 1972, strong domestic and foreign markets, provincial initiatives and expressed federal 
interest have encouraged R and D. Federal support since 1972 has exceeded $5 million, including 
approximately $3 million from Industry, Trade and Commerce. For non-industrial R and D the report of 
the Task Force on Urban Transportation lists three agencies, eight universities and 21 consulting firms 
involved in hardware development. 

Despite the currently high level of R and D activity, the development of complete transportation 
_s_ystems is limited to the UTDC_and Bombardier programs. All other related R and D effort is in 

sub-system or component development. Although many of these componentry programs are highly 
successful, providing a world lead in some product areas, most were inspired by the prospect of 
utilization of the finished product in a Canadian system to be sold into the Canadian and foreign 
markets. In effect, although the Canadian engineering and scientific community now has the capability 
to undertake total systems R and D, the presence of some form of systems catalyst is essential to 
attract R and D investment. 

SYSTEMS APPROACH 

For both vehicle systems and urban transportation control systems the presentation of a total 
systems capability is of paramount importance in development and marketing processes. 

In development, the lack of a systems leader has in the past inhibited an effective approach by 
Canadian industry to the development of a complete transit system. For most of the companies 
involved the manufacture of urban transportation equipment represents a minor element of total 
activity. There has been a reluctance to prime at any level, as the managerial and financial commitment 
necessary for such activity must necessarily clash with other corporate priorities. 

A general acceptance that the market potential is growing, combined with a down-turn in other 
product areas, is increasing the readiness of many companies to commit resources in a planned 
approach to the satisfaction of transit requirements. However, fragmentation of industrial capability 
remains a problem, inhibiting attempts to develop transportation systems and restricting ability to 
compete with  well-established foreign development consortia in the market for systems as such. 

The need for a catalyst remains, and the effectiveness of current UTDC attempts to provide the 
necessary systems leadership cannot yet be determined. However, other companies are now prepared 
to undertake or CO -ordinate sub-system development. If adequate support can be provided while the 
industry develops and markets the first of the next generation of transit systems, the activity generated 
should become self-sustaining. 

In export markets, even orders for individual system components are influenced by a demonstrated 
capability to operate within a successful systems environment. In this context, the standards achieved 
by Canadian transit operators provide a unique advantage. The Toronto Transit Commission, in 
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particular, is internationally recognized as the most efficient transit organization in the Americas, and 
both Toronto and Montreal provide a reference sell of major significance. Present or retired TTC 
officials are internationally recognized as urban transportation experts, and hold directorships in or are 
senior consultants to various U.S. and other transit organizations. Their activities, and the TTC 
reputation, are a significant factor in overcoming tariff and non-tariff barriers. 

The importance of a systems capability and the demonstration of that capability in the domestic 
market cannot be over-emphasized. Without it the companies now forming the Canadian industry 
sector must inevitably reduce their activity to exploitation of domestic market opportunities under 
foreign licence. With it, the Canadian share of the world market can continue to increase. 

OUTLOOK 

The potential for further development of the Canadian urban transportation systems and 
equipment capability is excellent. Although still small, the industry, if it can as yet be classified as such, 
is growing in size, output and technological ability. Current export achievements are noteworthy. 

The present level of industrial activity results from opportunities in the domestic and 
(subsequently) the U.S. markets. Success in competition with foreign manufacturers has been 
achieved because of a proven Canadian capability to produce high quality products in relatively small 
order lots at a competitive price. Foreign technology has been adapted to meet Canadian and U.S. 
needs for conventional vehicles. International recognition of the Toronto and Montreal transit systems 
has inspired interest in and respect for Canadian equipment. 

The level of demand in the domestic and U.S. markets is likely to be relatively low during the period 
1981-85. Continued growth of the industry would therefore seem to depend on maximization of benefit 
from these established markets and penetration of new market areas. 

CURRENT ISSUES 

Domestic Market 

The domestic market is fragmented. Provincial interests in industrial and regional economic 
expansion vary and the industrial aims of certain provinces, in responding to internal urban 
transportation requirements, are in direct conflict. 

The danger of further fragmentation of the domestic market remains. The industry now has under 
development every type of system for which a Canadian requirement is foreseen, but its success is 
dependent upon its ability to penetrate the domestic market and thus demonstrate its systems 
capability in revenue service. For this reason the danger of further market fragmentation is significant 
and warrants early remedial action. 

Some provinces have used internal markets to achieve short-term industrial benefit, yet in no 
province does the existing or potential market by itself provide an adequate base for major industrial 
activity. The prospect of industrial development therefore provides an incentive for provincial 
co-operation. Such an incentive is essential in any attempts to obtain a joint approach to effective 
market and industry development. 

Other Markets 

Current marketing activities in the United States will continue. Federal involvement under the 
terms of existing marketing assistance programs will be needed to assist the industry to successfully 
penetrate other market areas. 

In this context the current lack of systems leadership in an approach to foreign markets may limit 
the types of opportunity which Canadian companies can access. 

Normal federal programs could be used to encourage those co-operative processes essential in an 
approach to foreign markets. The recently authorized provision of financial guarantees by EDC to 
Canadian consortia bidding for a major export contract should be most beneficial. 
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APPENDIX A 

URBAN TRANSPORTATION 

SYSTEMS DEFINITION 

Six classes of transit systems have been identified as having a specific application for urban transit. 

Moving Way Transit 

Those forms of transit best suited for areas where pedestrian traffic is of higher density (example, 
airports, shopping centres, public buildings). Typically, the systems provide short trip service in a 
restricted area at slow speed (usually less than 15 mph) with little or no waiting time. Examples are 
systems such as moving walkways, escalators and small passive cabs or vehicles which may be 
carried on a moving surface or towed along a guideway. 

Light Guideway Transit 

Vehicles are operated singly and in some cases in small trains over an exclusive guideway under 
automatic control. Stations can be either on-line or off-line. The vehicles are usually the size of a small 
bus with approximately the same passenger capacity permitting standees. In the off-peak hours some 
systems may offer personal demand-activated service. 

Personal Rapid Transit 

PRT is a transit class in which small vehicles (two to six passengers seated) operate under total 
automatic control over an exclusive guideway. All stations are off-line and service is demand-activated. 
One passenger can have exclusive use of a vehicle for a non-stop trip from his origin station to his 
destination. He may take with him a small party of perhaps three to five others, possibly at no extra 
charge. 

Light Rail Transit 

LRT is generally considered to be a duo rail electric traction service. System operation and service 
performance fall in a range between local service and grade separated rail rapid transit or heavy rail 
transit (HRT). In addition, LRT service must fall into a majority of the following categories for all or a 
portion of the operation. 

(a) Lightweight construction of rolling stock approximately 750 to 950 lb. per foot of length. 
(b) Low level at grade passenger loading. 
(c) Street running (with or without automobile segregation). 
(d) Overhead current collection (trolley or pantograph variations). 
(e) One man, single car operation. 
(f) Reserved-way operation whether or not grade separated. 
(g) Train operation of not more than three vehicles in rush periods. 

Heavy Rail Transit 

Heavy rail transit is generally considered to be duo rail, electric traction service. However, a 
number of recent designs include rubber tired systems and monorail as well as non-traction propulsion 
(linear electric motors). Therefore, to be classified as HRT a system must fall into a majority of the 
following categories: 

(a) line haul service with on-line stations 
(b) exclusive guideway separated from other traffic (can be at, above or below grade) 
(c) level platform passenger boarding in stations 
(d) train operation 
(e) large vehicles, usually greater than 45 feet in length and 8 to 10 feet wide 
(f) heavy vehicles weight range of 750 to 1,200 lb. per foot of length 
(g) intra-urban or commuter service only (does not include inter-city trains) 
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Roadway Transit Systems 

These are characterized by vehicles supported by rubber tires and operating on normal roads and 
streets. The vehicles in this class are of the automobile and bus types. In most cases the vehicles are 
mixed with other traffic, but they may also have use of an exclusive busway lane. RTS may include 
priority measures for buses. 

There are two sub-systems in this area: 
(a) Bus Transit — Vehicles of a size to accommodate 12 to 60 seated passengers, possibly plus 

standees, operate with a fixed pattern to meet in time or route or both. This classification 
includes normal city bus service and express bus service. 

(b) Para Transit — Vehicles of a size to accommodate 6 to 20 seated passengers are used but are 
not restricted to a fixed route and time schedule. Included in this sub-class are dial-a-bus, taxi, 
car pools, jitneys, drive-yourself taxis, etc. These systems are generally demand-activated. 

Definitions are from the LEA TRANSIT COMPENDIUM published by the N. D. Lea Transportation 
Research Corporation. 

Note: Intermediate Capacity Transit Systems (ICTS) are those systems operating on a reserved right 
of way which have a capacity between that of a bus transit system (maximum 6,000 to 12,000 per hour) 
and that of a subway system (maximum 40,000 to 50,000 per hour) per direction on one route. As an 
example, an upgraded (possibly automated) streetcar system separated from other traffic could carry 
between 20,000 and 30,000 passengers per line, per direction, per hour. ICTS systems are of particular 
interest to many municipalities because: 

— there are many transit corridors requiring more through-put than a bus system, but not justifying 
a subway system 

— current ICTS development could lead to systems with low operating costs 
— provision of such systems can be phased 
— increase in capability of individual lines can be varied to meet local needs. 
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